
CSC® Legal Publications and Compliance Resources

CSC provides comprehensive business transactional 
services to more than 90 percent of the Fortune 500® 
companies, and nearly 10,000 law firms. CSC and 
LexisNexis® are uniquely qualified to deliver quality 
deskbooks across 20+ jurisdictions.

These annotated titles are produced in a softbound 
format and include downloadable forms via an online 
download center. Titles are also available in eBook format 
for your eReader device.

You are in good company

•  Litigation and transaction attorneys rely on these  
resources to stay up to date on the latest business laws.

•  Corporate counsel and company executives consult 
their handbooks  while prepping for litigation, handling 
mergers and acquisitions, UCC matters, and more.

•  Smaller firms appreciate the current, affordable  
compilation of laws and easy access to fillable forms.

Find it faster

•  Use the Table of Sections Affected—listing all statutes 
added or amended by recent legislation—and Blackline 
Amendment Notes (in selected titles)—setting out 

 the effect of those amendments—to quickly find 
 statutory changes.
•  Quickly locate the latest case notes with the Table 
 of New Annotations and change bars.
•  Download the fillable forms for incorporation/ 

formation, qualification, mergers, dissolution, and name 
reservation for all entity types.

Gain insight from legal advisors

Readers also benefit from informed analysis from CSC 
legislative advisors. These are attorneys who practice in 
the state and provide highlights of noteworthy legislative 
changes at the front of the books.

CSC titles are available as both stand-alone eBooks and on 
the LexisNexis® Digital Library. Read your eBook in your web 
browser** or download it on dedicated eReader devices. The 
eBook editions allow Lexis Advance® users to easily link online 
for additional research.

STATE BUSINESS ENTITY LAW TITLES

NORTH CAROLINA LAWS 
GOVERNING BUSINESS ENTITIES
Pub. #33764  |  January release 

WASHINGTON LAWS 
GOVERNING BUSINESS ENTITIES
Pub. #33600  |  January release 

PENNSYLVANIA LAWS 
GOVERNING BUSINESS ENTITIES   
Pub. #26480  |  February release  

DELAWARE LAWS 
GOVERNING BUSINESS ENTITIES, 
SPRING AND FALL SETS
Pub. #25410  |  March & September releases* 

CONNECTICUT & RHODE ISLAND 
LAWS GOVERNING 
BUSINESS ENTITIES  
Pub. #33602  |  March release  

NEW YORK LAWS 
GOVERNING BUSINESS ENTITIES, 
SPRING AND FALL SETS    
Pub. #25570  |  April & October releases*  

MASSACHUSETTS LAWS 
GOVERNING BUSINESS ENTITIES
Pub. #25015  |  May release  

MONTANA LAWS 
GOVERNING BUSINESS ENTITIES
Pub. #33715  |  May (biennial) release* 

ILLINOIS LAWS GOVERNING 
BUSINESS ENTITIES  
Pub. #23943  |  June release  

GEORGIA LAWS GOVERNING 
BUSINESS ENTITIES
Pub. #33626  |  August release  

VIRGINIA LAWS GOVERNING 
BUSINESS ENTITIES 
Pub. #35273  |  August release 

WYOMING LAWS 
GOVERNING BUSINESS ENTITIES
Pub. #33753  |  August  release 

UTAH LAWS GOVERNING 
BUSINESS ENTITIES
Pub. #33761  |  September release  

FLORIDA LAWS GOVERNING 
BUSINESS ENTITIES 
Pub. #25419  |  September release     

TEXAS LAWS GOVERNING 
BUSINESS ENTITIES
Pub. #33575  |  Biennial release*

COLORADO LAWS 
GOVERNING BUSINESS ENTITIES 
Pub. #33570  |  October release

NEW JERSEY LAWS 
GOVERNING BUSINESS ENTITIES  
Pub. #25400  |  October release

MARYLAND & DC LAWS 
GOVERNING BUSINESS ENTITIES
Pub. #26470  |  November release  

CALIFORNIA LAWS 
GOVERNING BUSINESS ENTITIES
Pub. #25401  |  December release

NEVADA LAWS GOVERNING 
BUSINESS ENTITIES 
Pub. #28508
Biennial release with annual supplement**



CORPORATE GOVERNANCE & COMPLIANCE TITLES

Egan on Entities: Corporations, Partnerships 
and Limited Liability Companies in Texas 
SECOND EDITION

Byron F. Egan

This comprehensive treatise was developed to 
collect experiences in dealing with the formation, 
sale and termination of entities.

Combining scholarly analysis with practical 
guidance of business entity law, Egan on Entities 
is an invaluable resource for corporate attorneys, 
business leaders, in-house counsel, law firms 
small and large, and academic institutions..

$349  1 volume, softbound, Pub. #32831, 
 I ISBN 9781522144458, eISBN 9781522144465

The Directors’ Handbook 
The Directors’ Handbook is one of today’s  
leading guides to corporate governance,  
capturing the latest developments that   
directors of public companies face from  
both a practical and legal perspective. 
 
The Handbook provides insightful analysis  
of the evolving regulatory and legal  
landscape, and practical, hands-on  
information that directors can use to  
guide their companies.

Highlights of coverage in the latest edition include:
• How directors can defend against short sellers, and a call for proxy  
 advisor oversight 
• Proxy advisory firm proxy voting guidelines, including:
 —  Board gender diversity  —  Auditor ratification
 —  Virtual-only shareholder meetings —  Director qualifications
 —  Shareholder proposals
• The addition of cybersecurity risk oversight to the list of director due 
 diligence hot buttons
• SEC amendments to executive compensation and corporate  
 governance disclosure
• Updates to the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board’s  
 (PCAOB) model for auditor reports 
• The results of the 2018 Semier Brossy survey of say-on-pay votes 
• Updated perspective on international corporate governance,  
 including the “Shakespearean Drama” that is Brexit and the latest  
 corruption index figures from Transparency International

$99  1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #22310, 
 I ISBN 9781522172710, eISBN 9781522172703

To receive future updates for these publications call 800.533.1637 
to become a subscriber under the automatic shipment subscription 
program and to obtain full terms and conditions for that program.

For more information or to order:

Qualifying to Do Business in Another State: 
The CSC® 50-State Guide to Qualification
Here is your comprehensive resource for helping you decide whether 
to qualify your company to do business in a different state. Fulfilling 
qualification requirements can be a complex and time-consuming task. 
The consequences of making the wrong decision can be harsh, ranging 
from monetary penalties for a corporation, to jail time for its officers 
and directors. To aid corporations in navigating these waters, CSC 
developed this comprehensive toolbox offering:
• Case illustrations and discussion of 
 business activities that do or do not 
 trigger qualification requirements
• Insight on whether certain internet 
 activities require qualification
• Annotated qualification statutes for all 
 50 states and the District of Columbia
• Quick-reference charts
• A companion CD-ROM of forms

$136
   1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, 

 I replaced annually, Pub. #25000, 
 I ISBN  9781522172758, eISBN 9781522172741

Symonds & O’Toole on Delaware 
Limited Liability Companies
SECOND EDITION

Robert L. Symonds, Jr. and Matthew J. O’Toole

Cited in a Delaware Court of Chancery 
decision as “the leading Delaware LLC 
treatise.” The authors, both intimately 
involved in drafting the Delaware Limited 
Liability Company Act, draw on their 
extensive experience to bring you this 
authoritative work. The text contains 
discussion of the statute and case law, legal analysis, and practice  
recommendations. Appendices include the current Act, historical  
versions of the statute, legislative history, and up-to-date forms. 
$479 I 1 volume, loose-leaf, Pub. #28378, ISBN 9781632811141, eISBN 9781632825254

Prices current as of 1/1/2020. Prices subject to change without notice. Sales to federal government customers may be subject to specific contract pricing and not discounted additionally. Booksellers and distributors/resellers 
are excluded from any promotional pricing. Other restrictions may apply. Void where prohibited.
*Delaware and New York titles publish twice yearly. Nevada title publishes every other year, with a legislative update in non-publish years. Texas and Montana titles publish every other year.
**In-browser feature requires Internet Explorer® 11+, Chrome™, Safari®, Microsoft Edge®, or Firefox®.
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